Abstract:-The recirculation which is developed during the flows inside pipes present a high interest in many industrial applications. In the present paper, a Cartesian grid method is presented which can be applied in pipes geometry approximation, even if the solid bounds are not lying on grid lines. A refinement technique using rectangular nested sub-girds is applied in order to avoid the unnecessary grid cells in the areas with no particular flow interest and cluster the grid when is needed. Important and useful for the industries results are extracted by these numerical simulations and estimations regarding the exact position and extend of the recirculation zones and the relating points. The estimation is taking placefor incompressible laminar, viscous flows inside inclined step channelsfor a range of inclination angles and Reynolds numbers values. The Navier -Stokes equations are solved using the artificial compressibility method according to the necessary boundary conditions arrangement. Flow results are presented for several grid sizes and Reynolds numbers focused on the recirculationzones length, in upper and lower channel' walls. Accepted accuracy of the flow results is produced using the aforementioned refinement algorithm, while the flow zones can be located according to the inlet flow rate, in order to avoid possible problems in the industries as corrosion or energy losses.
Introduction
The computational models are flexible tools for the industrial flow applications as useful results can be extracted for the optimization of the production line. The case of sudden expansion channels is also quite common in various industrial applications. For this reason, several research attempts can be found regarding the solution of the flows inside this type of channels [1, 2] or the validation of their results using experimental methods [3, 4] .
The grid generation approach is also important in these cases, as a huge number of cells can be createddue to the desired accuracy. Although several grids can be applied providing the necessary accuracy, the Cartesian grids seem to be more attractive due to the simple arrangement, easy specification of the geometry description and not complicated equations discretization [5, 6] . In many channels' flow simulation and estimation cases, the uniform Cartesian grid requires high computational memory without any benefit to the accuracy of the results. In these cases, a refinement technique must be applied, according to the geometrical bound description and flow field requirements [7, 8, 9] .
In the present paper, the flow inside sudden expansion channels are simulated and estimated as well. The main results are not limited only to velocity or pressure distribution, but also to locate the exact position of the recirculation zone extend at the upper and lower wall of the channels. It is expected such a flow pattern due to the sudden step inside the channels. The grid methodology is developed using only Cartesiangrid lines, which is quite acceptable for such geometries providing robust results [10] . This method is based on Tseng approach [11] , while it has been already applied successfully for pipe flows prediction in our recent research work [12] . A refinement technique is required to be developed, as grid clustering is required only to specific areas with flow interest. Rectangular nested grids are generated, where the numerical simulation is taking placeafter the necessaryboundary conditions applications along the common edges [13, 14] . The flow Navier -Stokes (NS) equations are solved using the flux vector splitting methodology in combination with an artificial compressibility algorithm [15] . The final results provide acceptable accuracy and have been validated with other computational techniques and literature corresponded ones.
Mathematical and Numerical approach

Channel geometry and flow equations
The channels' geometry is easy to be projected due to the most bounds' alignment with the cartesian grid lines. The original channel geometry is projected onto the cartesian grid lines and a set of points is set accordingly. These points are lied either along the xeither on y-axis. The rule of minimum distance is used in order to "transfer" these points on the grid nodes (Fig.  1) . The new set of points (on the grid nodes) are the approximate geometry points and define a new sawtooth channel's bound. These points can be connected using straight lines by two ways: using Cartesian grid lines or diagonal lines. In our paper the Cartesian grid lines are chosen as the saw-tooth method is applied.
As we have initially mentioned, the geometry approximation is simple in the channels' cases, as all the bounds are aligned with Cartesian lines apart of one. Only for this part of the geometry, approximated points and bound will be created. The more clustering the grid, the more accurate approximated bound is extracted. This technique has successfully been applied in our previous work and this is the main reason that we choose to develop it for these cases as well [12, 16, 17] . Although, this flow numerical estimation case, seems not to require ununiform grids, the high number of computational cells increase the required computational memory without offering any benefit to the accuracy of the results. This effect is even worst in the case of unsteady or turbulent flows. There are several refinement techniques that can be applied but according to the simplicity of the channel geometry a rectangular nested technique is developed which produced accurate results despite of the fact that the flow variables values are transferred among the sub-grids. The method is based on using a hierarchical sequence of nested rectangular (block) meshes in which the numerical simulation is taking place (Fig. 2) . In the beginning the flow solver procedure is applied to the initial grid, while the estimation is continued to the next level adjacent sub-grids. The integer refinement factor Iis defined, as follows:
where I is the refinement factor, [16, 17] .
The flow inside the channels is received as laminar, steady, viscus and incompressible. For these reasons the flow is described by the Navier -Stokes equations as per below:
where,
andβis the artificial compressibility term, a is a switch for the activation of the axisymmetric terms (α=0 is nonaxisymmetric, a=1 axisymmetric flow field), Re the Reynolds number and Q the unknown solution vector, as follows: (6) withp being the pressure, and (u, w) the velocity components in physical space, and are respectively the convective and diffusive flux vectors at the plane   z x, .
Fig. 2.
Refinement technique for the channel geometry and grid generation. Grid size: 81x11, one (1) and two (2) levels of refinement,where I=2.
As it can be easily seen, this type of governing equations is applied for unsteady flows.However, this form of the equations can be used for the solution of steady flow fields as in our case as we know that these are non-linear and iterative method are needed for their solution [17, 18] .
Boundary conditions
In this flow case, two types of boundary conditions must be applied, either at the physical bounds, either at the neighboring grids bounds inside the channel. The relating conditions are presented at the below Table 1 with reference to Fig. 3 
where and are the axial velocity components at the refined grid level and the corresponded one at the coarse level.In the case of the physical bound conditions artificial (ghost) cells are considered, while these are neglected in the case of the sub-grids. 
At the specific flow case study in various sub-grids domains, the vertical velocity component is equal to zero (0) and so this is set at the aforementioned boundaries. However, even if ≠ , the values will be transferred by a similar way with the axial velocity components as above: (8) All the symbols are as these described above.
In the case that the boundary values must be transferred through fine -course interface the below formula is applied: (9) and (10) where the values are as described above.
In some cases, according for example the specific flow patterns inside the channels, fine grids are adjacent, and the variables values have to be transferred among them. The level of the grids receives the same value in both of the sub-grids and the velocity values are given as it can be seen below:
As the aforementioned grid method is applied only for rectangular Cartesian grids and sub-grids, there are some cases that course grids will be adjacent and the related boundary conditions must be set in order the numerical calculation to take place. In that case the boundaries application is developed as at the above case fine-fine interface (Eq. 11).
Results
The flow inside sudden expansion channels will be numerically analyzed, simulated and estimated. By presenting the following extended analysis we attempt to enhance previous research work which has been done on theseflow fields [3, 19] and extend our research work in incompressible viscous flows inside pipes [17, 18, 20] providing specific, accurate and useful results for the flow development.
The geometry description and the related dimensions can be seen at the above Fig.3 . The relevant height has set equal to 1 for dimensionless purposes and it is the maximum hydraulic diameter of the pipe. The inlet area receives height as we study a sudden expansion pipe. In order to investigate the inclination angle effect to the flow, we present various calculations for three different inclination angles values: 30 ο , 45 ο and 90 ο (Fig. 5) , for five different Re values: 100, 400, 800, 1200 and 1700. 
3.1Recirculation lengths and points
The results that are presented have been produced using grid size 351x26, with two refinement grid levels and I=2. In all the cases, the expansion ratio is set to be equal to 2 (Fig. 3) . At the following tables the separation zones of the lower and the upper wall of the pipes are presented according to the inlet flow rate for the above Re values. Detachment and reattachment points have been located in order to provide even more efficient information concerning the exact location of the separation zones.
For validation purposes, all the numerical cases solved using the commercial software ANSYS and some of these are presented for inclination angle equal to 90 deg for all the range of the used Re, using uniform grid sized 651x26.
In addition, the present work results are compared with the corresponded ones by the literature where the convergence is accepted. As it is depicted by all the tables, there are mainly two separation zones the most, inside the channel , while the recirculation at the upper wall cannot be detected when theRe is equal to 100 and 400 in most of the cases.As the flow rate increases, the recirculation length increases as well ason both channel's walls. However, although the detachment points at the lower wall remain at the same position for all the inlet velocities (around 8.26 except for the case of Re=100), the one at the upper wall is moving forward according to the related Re. Despite of this fact the recirculation length at the upper bound is increased as the Re increases. For the value of Re equal to 100 although the separation zones are not so extended, it seems that there is a low width recirculation at the upper surface of the pipe, which, when the Reis equal to 1700, receives a significant value. In Tables 2 -6 the related information is presented for the inclination angle value equal to 30 deg. The numerical estimation has been developed using both of the computational techniques (block -Cartesian and ANSYS) for validation purposes, where the convergence of the results is acceptable, presenting very low relative error ( − − . It seems that the development of the recirculation in both of the pipe's walls is higher than the previous case (angle equal to 10 deg), the detachment point of the lower wall remains in constant position and the upper wall separation zone is moving forward according to the Re.
The present work numerical data have been retrieved by 351x13 grid size, l=2 and I=2. It seems that the convergence is acceptable since the relative errors receive very low values. However, in some cases, certain differences are depicted. These seem to be developed due to the different grid sizes, the different entrance pipe lengths or the differences to the outflow boundary conditions application. As we can see by the following figures, no detection of recirculation is presented in very low Re, while the appearance of the upper bound recirculation depends on the Re values and the inclination angle as well (Fig. 6 ). Through these results , the influence of the step angle to the flow pattern can be specified. It seems that the higher step angle, the longest recirculation zone at the lower channel wall. By the other hand, the flow detachment on both channel walls is not the same ( Fig. 7 and 8 ).
As we can identify by the Fig. 8 , the more the inclination angle is increased the less extension of the upper wall recirculation is developed through the pipe if we assume that the Re remains constant. However, again at the highest Re values, the more extended lengths are presented. It is important that this relationship is followed by the flow in all the various Re and by this way we may conclude that this relationship applies for all the range of Reynolds number of laminar flow. However, as we have concluded after several test cases in this field, the channel length downstream of the step affects the quality and the accuracy of the numerical results as sometimes the flow field is converged without oscillations. In our future research, the appropriate limits for this parameter requires further investigation, ensuring that every solution is length independent [21] .
We agree with most of the researchers, who they claim that the entrance length of the pipe affects the numerical solution in low Re [22, 23] . Accordingtothe literature an entrance length more than 6 dimensionless ones should be enough in order not to affect the flow distribution inside the pipe. In order to create an independent solution we have applied eight (8) lengths for the entrance pipe and it seems that there is no influence along the fluid flow field. In fig. 5 to 8, the axial velocity profiles are presented for various a and Re values, while velocity profiles and recirculation graphs are presented below with the ANSYS solver as well for Re=100 and a=30ο. As it was expected the profile is parabolic inside the pipe, while in the certain x-coordinate location the separation areas are developed. It can be seen that the mass flow rate is conserved as well as the development of the flow is not affected by the downstream and upstream pipe's lengths. The overall flow development inside the channel can be seen through the velocity contours ( Fig. 9-11 ) for various step angles and Re values. It seems that there is a good and acceptable convergence among the current work and ANSYS results.
Conclusions
The sudden expansion channel steady, laminar and viscus flows have been numerically analyzed, simulated, estimated and presented for a range of Re values and inclination angles. The flow characteristics, variables distribution, certain data information and points of upper and lower bound separation zones have been analytically presented for various values of Re. For the physical domain discretization, we use Cartesian grids, despite of the non-Cartesian bounds existence and in order to overcome the high computational memory which is needed due to the grid cells number and reduce the computational time without decreasing the accuracy of the solution, we develop a block-nested refinement algorithm, which can be easily applied to the channel flow domain. It seems that if the Re is higher than 400 and less than 1700, two separation zones are developed along the pipe in both bounds. The related detachment and reattachment points are clearly presented for every case and the final results show that in most of the cases the higher Re the more extended recirculation area for a certain inclination angle. The most interesting and useful conclusion is the influence of the step angle of the pipe to the separation zones extend and development, which seems to be not the same for both pipe's bounds (upper and lower). More specifically, as the step angle is increased, it seems that the recirculation length at the lower wall is increased as well, for all therange of Re values. It's worth mentioning, that our results have been validated for various Re values and grid sizes uniform and ununiformed as well, either by the corresponded ones by the literature either by the commercial ANSYS
